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About This Game

This is not a traditional game. Oneirogen is a strange non-narrative 20-30 min room scale experience with gameplay
elements.

Oneirogen is a dreamlike circular journey through the depths of the developer's subconscious. Inspired by the writings of Carl
Jung and Joseph Campbell, this surreal experience was made for room scale VR from the ground up. Flow from one

environment to the next as you experience a magical trip through mysterious realms.

Spend as long as you like in each scene, there are no timers or scores.
No deaths, killing, or intense violence. (Safe for children)

No UI or menus. (Great for showing to newcomers to VR or gaming)
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No teleportation. Built with a 3mx3m space in mind. (Limited smooth locomotion available with thumb pad/stick for smaller
spaces)

Find the 4 hidden tokens to unlock minigames in the starting room

All proceeds support the artist to develop bigger and better and weirder VR things!

"Truly Transformative"
"Psychedelic and cathartic"

"Mesmerizing!"

Additional sound by Sara Ferret
Trailer music by Nicholas Andrew Sadler
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Title: Oneirogen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dogū
Publisher:
Dogū
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: CPU Intel i7

Memory: 16 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 980/1060 or AMD Fury (equivalent or greater)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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A fantastic conclusion to the chosen series!. Horrible, simply, horrible. Poor game play, terrible controls, just a crap game..
Beautiful game! hidden gem!. Hey there!

Since this game is currently being worked on, and will receive an update that fixes many of the issues I had, I've decided to
temporarily revoke my review.

Have a nice day!. good waste of time. Very creative approiach! Applause for the voice actress who played the maid--she was
such fun! I will play again in the future and try different choices.. Game is good , funn to play , F2P but ..
Still have some problemes whene lunching and connecting to account takes whileee
dunno what to say more
but if this game wants to get the top welp devolopers need to take another look at it :/. Good game, too bad GFWL had to ruin it.
With how dependent this game is on GFWL, you're essentially buying a unplayable game. I managed to get 29 hours in before
GFWL decided to render any of my progression obsolete.

4\/5 for the game.
0\/5 for GFWL
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This is a relatively basic clicker game with little substance and little to offer. It feels more like a mobile game cheaply translated
into a PC game.

It was amusing for about 20 minutes, and it's mildly entertaining for a brief spat, but I'm not recommending this on the basis
that I don't want to encourage the proliferation of this sort of game on steam.. How did this cheap excuse of a mobile game get
on steam?. I played, and adored, the original version of Little King's Story on the wii. This was one of my FAVORITE wii
games, so I was estatic about the idea of a hd version of the game. But I will be honest with you, there are bugs. I have crashed a
few times, maybe four, five times. Theres also a strobe like effect with an enemy attack that's a bit annoying, but not game
breaking as far as I can tell. And yes, it doesn't run at 60 fps without major issues. Theres also no mouse support, which, I find
the idea of playing this sort of game with a mouse odd, but I understand there are those of you who don't like controllers.
Something to keep in mind however.. The wii version was designed to run at 30 fps, enemy attacks were timed and based off
that frame rate. So to me, trying to play the game at sixty frames is just ASKING for glitches, and honestly seems pointless as
the game is only supposed to be HD, not a remaster. Xseed is aware of these glitches and are (supposedly) working with the
team that ported the game for them to fix the glitches that cause crashing.
And despite those negatives listed up there, I absolutely feel this game was a good buy. Its much crisper looking than it used to
be on the wii. Some of the details I can see now, compaired to the wii version, makes me realize just how different characters
looked to what I THOUGHT they looked like. I can actually see villagers faces now! It still has its original soundtrack, which I
always found cute. The gameplay itself is still great, and figuring out how to play it with an x-box one controller was an easy
task. I didn't really have to adjust my playstyle in the transiton from wii controlls to the controller controls, which pleased me.
I've always thought little kings story was an adorable tale, merging childhood imagination with world domination in a normally
amusing fashion, and the story hasn't changed one bit in this version, retaining all of its charm. Building up Alpoko is still so
very rewarding feeling, as you watch your tiny kingdom grow and fill up with more buildings and people. If you're prepaired for
the glitches and willing to put aside the mindset of everything has to be 60 fps, I think this is a good purchase for both old fans
and potentally new ones.. ....Why am I addicted to this game? I shouldn't be addicted to clicker games.... Why do I keep denying
this is a clicker game? Yes, it has other aspects that require more thought in some actions that are much different than other
clicker games, but.... it IS essentially a clicker game after a while. Still, why is this one so addicting?!

....It's good. It's free. Try it.. Killing Nazis like it's my job! Oh wait.... The interface could use a little work, but nevertheless if
you've played Terra Mystica before you'll feel right at home. 5/5 would buy and rage at friends again.. Out of all the VR
bowling games I've played this is the first that actually gets it right. There's a lot of mini game collections out there that have
bowling and usually it's an afterthought that doesn't pay any respect to physics or control, this feels like actual bowling.. wtf i
love skeleton now. Are you subscribed to PewDiePie?
lmao 10/10
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